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et me begin this brief note with
the remarkable thought of Juliana Rotich co-founder of
Ushahidi, in Kenya, that says, “I am
guided each day by these three questions: ‘What are you ﬁxing?’ ‘What are
you making?’and ‘Who are you helping?” This thought aﬃrms to a large
extent why we do what we do at Business Africa Online magazine for the
continent of Africa. We wake up daily
with this question top in our heart,
mind and to-do list of how do we
enhance and elevate the work of the
titans behind the new narrative of a
rising Africa. Simply because we recognize we all have a role to play in the
Africa that we dream of.
It is with utmost pride I write to you
dear African business community of
founders, CEO, executives and stakeholders who daily put in the work and
setting the pace for progress for our
continent both in Africa and in the Diaspora. You are the fuel that energizes
our hope and conﬁdence in Africa, as
the continent that will eventually
determine the future for the world
especially in terms of talents, ideas and
innovation for a better world. We see
immense potential in you as an African
business or social entrepreneur, and
we are driven by the need to see a
greater number of success stories that

competes globally and lead whatever sector they
play in.
Business Africa Online magazine with the vision to
“Raising Africa's Next Generation Business Leaders” is fully committed to your success, and in the
famous philosophy of Ubuntu, ‘I am because we
are’. Like we have done over the past couple of
years of establishment, we are committed to the
sustainable growth and development of the African business community and social impact ecosystem through our reporting and rich content of
the massive progress by men and women in this
space. A journey that began some couple of years
ago, have seen its tentacles spreading across the
continent and the Diaspora.
Business Africa Online, BAO as we are fondly
called remain your one-stop digital media platform for news, reviews, insight and reports on
businesses in Africa. With a focus on Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) and sustainability
development projects by corporate citizens in
host communities within Africa. We have also
made massive progress in fostering gender balance through showcasing men and women
behind the ideas and innovations that are changing the Africa’s narrative based on merit, in line
with one of the objectives of United Nations social
development goals (SDGs), amongst others.
While we are conﬁdent about the future of Africa
through your invaluable contribution, we also
identify with the challenges you confront daily,
from economy to policy, governance, poor infrastructure and global changes, and as a media/news agency, we are not exempted as well,
but we have continued to surmount these challenges through the conviction of the "why" behind
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our vision, why we are doing what we do. Which is simply, if Africa must experience growth
and leap into the future with the rest of the world, only Africans can bring about that reality.
No foreign investment, governments, NGO or donor can have the best interest of Africa
more than Africans. This was further aﬃrmed a while back by the president of Ghana Nana
Akufo-Addoin response to a question at a joint press conference in Accra with the visiting
French president Emmanuel Macron, calling for Africa to end its dependency on the West,
that until Africans wakes up and build their continent, no foreigner will do it for them.
As I bring this to a close, while a lot has changed in just a couple of years in how we engage
the business and social community in Africa, what has not changed remains our commitment to pushing further every milestone of excellence through insightful and capacity
building content for Africa’s progress. Thus, we want to keep showcasing African businesses and social impacts that are thriving in their own right to inspire others coming behind
who may be contemplating throwing in the towel.
We want to use this opportunity to call on stakeholders in business and social sphere in
Africa and Diaspora for more collaboration; we are open for business and partnership for
the progress of the continent. We are the change we seek. And so, in the words of Dr. Ola
Orekunrin, CEO, Flying Doctors, Nigeria “True success is about a passion to create a better
world– live a life that you can look back on and be truly proud of.”We invite you to be part
of this movement of ‘Raising Africa's Next Generation Business Leaders’.
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The Volta Region






The Volta region is known for it’s unique culture and tourist sites. It is the home of the highest mountain in Ghana and the biggest waterfall as well. But in visiting all these tourist sites there are designated
places where you can have a relaxed vacation during this festive season. Here are some resorts you
could visit.


The Chill River Resort is located in the Anlo District of the
Volta Region by the Tunu Village near Anyanui, Anlo’s hidden
gem, it evolved as a small family resort in one of Ghana’s
unique river/beach front resorts. The Chill oﬀers a beautiful
view over the Volta river and wonderful sun sets. From the
resort it is only a short river ride that takes you past local
villages and scenic river views to the estuary at Ada.

  
ELI Beach Resort has the unique and delightful experience you
have always imagined. It is Located at Tegbi-Aklamanstse, on a
lush, private island amid verdant tropical foliage with its iconic
palm trees standing tall against the brilliant blue sky, the view is
fresh and green and the air crackles with possibility

  
Sogakope Beach Resort is the pride of Sogakope in the Volta
Region of Ghana and its set in a rich and tranquil gardens with
the famous Volta River on its doorstep. Where indulgence
meets relaxation, this new purpose built resort oﬀers a peaceful and relaxed lifestyle in a well-designed grounds and facilities with a true African feel yet modern.

  
The Aborigines Beach Resorts located in Keta provides you the
unique clean beach environment with exquisite, excellent services
to guests to enhance their comfort stay away from home. WIFI in
all the hotel rooms and public areas, timely delicious local and continental dishes and Bar, swimming pool, Gym, Horse riding, Boat
riding, Beach soccer, Safe swimming beach, Jet Ski and live band
music makes all the diﬀerence for a pleasant stay.
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They join use at this exciting and challenging times as we continue to drive our omni-channel
forward and build deeper relationships with our critical stakeholders to fulﬁll our vision of
enabling emerging leaders and businesses especially in Africa.
“We are conﬁdent they will provide valuable perspectives as we continue to execute our strategy,
build an agile brand and make greater impact. We look forward to their contributions and are
excited they chose BAO” said Alaba Ayinuola, Business Africa Online Founder and CEO.
Joy Harrison-Abiola

Could you brieﬂy tell us about yourself and current engagements?
My name is Joy Harrison-Abiola. I am a legal management professional with about 23 years’
experience in the legal industry. Currently, I am the Practice Administrator of a leading law ﬁrm
in Nigeria, Adepetun Caxton-Martins Agbor & Segun (“ACAS-Law”). I am very passionate about
leadership and business best practices. In 2008, I was instrumental in putting together the ﬁrst
law ﬁrm management development program (MDP) at the Lagos Business School (LBS) Pan-African University in collaboration with the Association of Legal Administrators (ALA) Lincolnshire
Illinois USA. I serve in the leadership of the International Relations Committee of ALA.
I am a Fellow of the Institute of Strategic Management Nigeria (ISMN). I am serving a two-year
term as the President of the Association of Law Firm Administrators, Nigeria (“ALAN”). I started oﬀ
my career about 25 years ago writing copy for an advertising company. Today, I still enjoy writing
a great deal. It is therapy for me – Presently, I am a columnist with Thisday Newspaper. I am married with two sets of twins.

What excites you about our organization and attracted you to join our Board?
The entrepreneurial spirit BAO exudes, embodied in its founder is attractive. BAO is very future
focused. That is also attractive. What is also attractive is its social impact agenda, its concerted
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eﬀorts at collaboration and

a viable developmental agenda for Africa to pursue.

bringing together diﬀerent
segments of the society. Last
but not least, its Pan-African
focus - I am a strong advocate of preserving what is
beautiful in our heritage even
as we embrace globalization.

How do you relax outside work and what books do you
read?

You are joining at a particularly challenging
times (global pandemic)
What are your expectations in terms of growth?
Crisis provides a good backdrop to excel. It puts values
and vision to the test yes but
its also a good time to thrive.
I am optimistic.

What is your view on
entrepreneurship as a
catalyst for Africa’s
development?
Entrepreneurs think diﬀerently. They have a mentality
that can turn trash to treasures.
Entrepreneurship,
innovation, are therefore critical to any country’s economic development; and
certainly Africa’s. Africa is the
last frontier for global
growth.
Entrepreneurship
will prise open sectors such
as agriculture, mining, trade,
tourism, ﬁnancial sector etc.
Entrepreneurs are playing an
important role in creating
wealth and reducing the
unemployment rate in Africa.
Entrepreneurship
will
enhance the standard of
living of our people Botswana and China are good
examples to reference - It is

I love listening to Jazz music - John Coltrane, Louise Amstrong,
Nat King Cole, Asa, Sade Adu, Bez, Michel Buble, etc. Leadership books – Robin Sharma, John Maxwell, Dale Carnegie,
Steve Murrell, etc. and of course my Bible.
Amb. Olivier Arrindell

Could you brieﬂy tell us about yourself and current
engagements?
Olivier Arrindell was the Managing Director of Financial Planning, Investor Relations, & Corporate Planning for Grace Aviation Holdings, LLC, and in December of 2019 was appointed as
the CEO of Ava Airways by its Board of Directors. In this role, he
is responsible and accountable to the Board of Directors for
carrying out his duties and possesses a demonstrated track
record in interacting with a policy board. Mr. Arrimdell plans,
coordinates, directs, and is responsible for all activities associated with the operation of Ava Airways and its related economic development activities.
During his career, Mr. Arrindell has been instrumental in several
initiatives including the development of Antigua & Barbuda’s
new International Airport and many others, in addition, he has
led the communications eﬀorts around Grace Aviation’s company’s investment negotiation with investment partners and
debt oﬀerings. Most recently, he played a key role in the development and communication of Ava Airways balanced capital
deployment strategy plan for its commercial airline plans
which have resulted in favorable terms and conditions through
a dividend principle policy.

What excites you about our organization and attracted you to join our Board?
What attracted me to your organisation is the fact that it is
under the management and lead by young bright Africans.
One of my goals is to give guidance and support Africans, Diaspora, Investment and community.

You are joining at a particularly challenging times
(global pandemic) What are your expectations in
terms of growth?
The current global pandemic is relevant to the growth and
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situation. I believe the expectation should organic. That's growing organically regardless
the pandemic. There are opportunities in challenging times.

What is your view on entrepreneurship as a catalyst for Africa’s development?
I believe that entrepreneurship is the machine that will move Africa forward. Government
and African leaders should support the development of these entrepreneurs with policies
that support the ecosystems.

About Prof. Remi Duyile
Amb. Remi Duyile is a seasoned Mentor, business owner and an inﬂuence strategist who is
passionate about helping people maximize their potentials. Remi’s unique value proposition is her ability to excel in Corporate America to the pinnacle of her career and transition
to a successful serial entrepreneur with intentional impact. She enjoys the support of her
loving husband and friend of 28 years plus and their adorable grown children of repute.
Remi is a certiﬁed trainer, Les Brown Platinum Speaker, and a member of the Forbes
Coaches Council. She is also an author of the book titled “Perseverance the winning key to
your destiny”
She has invested in herself in the area of human capital and personal development from a
successful corporate executive who was the cynosure of eyes due to her commitment to
mentorship and career growth of others to better serve the needs of individuals and business leaders in quest of growth and sustainability in their life journey.
Remi is a certiﬁed human behaviour consultant with specialization in the DISC personality
proﬁle assessments for individuals, professionals, businesses and religious organizations.
She currently serves as a commissioner in the great state of Maryland USA, sits on several
local and international boards in inﬂuential capacities for impact. Member of the National
Coalition of 100 Black women and other Notable associations. As a serial entrepreneur with
social impact, she doubles up as President and CEO of Image Consulting Group and
Founder of Legacy Premier Foundation in the USA.
Remi’s passion, dynamism, energy and the power in her story is evident in all her engagements with her clients. She is so ﬁred up to helping develop leaders with succession and
transformational leadership mindset so they can fulﬁl purpose, pay it forward and leave a
legacy. She is an example of faith, hard work, perseverance leading to countless blessings.
Remi enjoys the support of her loving and supportive husband with her amazing adult children.
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Zoe Adjonyoh,

The Ghanaian Irish Chef, Writer and Activist revolutionizing African Cuisine.
Zoe Adjonyoh is on a mission to bring African food to the masses. Born to a Ghanaian
father and Irish mother, the writer and chef from South-East London deepened her
understanding of West African cuisine after a trip to visit her extended family in Ghana.
Described by the Observer as “the standard bearer for West African food” and named by
Nigel Slater as ‘one to watch’ bringing immigrant food to Britain. She was named one of
“London’s hottest chefs” by Time Out and most recently has been included as one of
‘The 44 Best Female Chefs in the World’ by Hachette Cuisine France. She became a
judge at “The Great Taste Awards” in 2016, which is known as the “Oscars” of the food
industry, and in 2018, she won the Iconoclast award at The James Beard Foundation.

Zoe’s Ghana Kitchen
Zoe began by selling Ghanaian food outside her front door during the 2010 Hackney
Wicked Arts Festival to ‘make a bit of pocket money’ after returning from traveling
across The United States. After the popularity of the stall she set up selling peanut stew
outside her front door, Zoe went on the host many supper clubs in her home consistently selling out.
Zoe has been making waves in the international food scene ever since. Zoe has taken
her fresh interpretation of classic Ghanaian ﬂavours to pop-up venues across London,
Berlin, Accra, Russia and New York, and is a leader in the new African cuisine revolution.
Along with her world-renowned supper clubs, Zoe launched her ﬁrst ﬁxed restaurant
space in 2015, at shipping container community project Pop Brixton.
In 2017, Zoe’s Ghana Kitchen became a roving private dining, street food, wedding and
events company, which Zoe ran alongside her chef residencies. The brand is a prominent force in the festival community around the UK, including Camp Bestival as part of
The Feast Collective, and came runner-up as ‘Best Street Food Trader’ at the UK Festival
Awards 2017.

Revolutionizing West African Food
Zoe’s Ghana Kitchen was the ﬁrst modern West African Restaurant in the United Kingdom. Zoe’s Ghana Kitchen was the epitome of social, relaxed and aﬀordable dining –
where guests gather to enjoy Ghanaian favourites, notable for their heartiness and
spice, alongside Zoe’s contemporary West African creations.
In 2014, Zoe began writing her debut cookbook titled ‘Zoe’s Ghana Kitchen’ and was
released in 2017 by
Octopus Books. The ﬁrst modern West African Cookbook to be published in the United
Kingdom. Due to its demand the publishers decided to re-release of the cookbook in
November 2020 and is the process of working on her second book.
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oco Olakunle is a Nigerian Dutch
photographer with a background in
Human Geography based in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Her
cultures and lived experience are
constant sources of inspiration.
This produces a photography style that can
be seen as a crossover between documentary and fashion, where she always try to
highlight the importance of the subject’s
identity and background. During her work
time, she likes to create a space where the
subject feels comfortable and at ease
being themselves and letting their personal
ity show. Coco finds that when the subjects
in her work feels comfortable, it is felt in the
overall process and in the end product.
Her work revolves around people and the
personalities they embody: Coco uses her
camera as a way to engage with humanity
and peacefully open the doors of full spectrum inclusivity and representation. She’s
constantly creating spaces for her subjects
to express themselves and discover who
they are. The subject is always the starting
point but what you see in the image is actually a snapshot of her vision: how I want to
see us.
“For most of us, 2020 was a tough year. At
the beginning of the year, all my jobs were
cancelled. Being in lockdown and not being
able to work forced me to rethink my skill
set. I wasn’t able to practice photography
though photoshoots, but I was able to share
my experience as a freelance photographer
with others. During that time, I got the
opportunity to be in front of the classroom
multiple times at various art academies,
including one I had been previously rejected
from as an applicant. To me, this proves that
there are different tracks and ways to
achieve your goals. Talking to the next generation of visual artists about my work and
the philosophy behind it was a new experi
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-rience for me. It was refreshing to bring other perspectives
to the table, especially not coming from an art academy
myself. I feel a great responsibility bringing new perspectives into these institutions and guiding students in finding
their visual identity and translating it into their creative
work.” Coco said.
One of my absolute highlights from 2020 was shooting the
cover of ELLE magazine’s September issue. This was super
exciting because I got to focus more on the fashion side of
photography, and it was such an honor to have my work on
the cover of such a big magazine. I look forward to doing
more work in the field of fashion, where I can bring my photography style and cultural background to the table. I am
constantly inspired by so many great African photographers, some of which are Nigerian, which makes me even
more proud. Seeing all the creative work that comes from
the continent inspires me from a distance, and even more
when I am there.
Coco aim to get back to Lagos, as soon as possible. She
said, “Creating in the motherland is very personal for me
because it’s a way for me to connect with and learn more
about my culture and my people on a deeper level. Being on
Nigerian soil gives me a different type of creativity and inspiration from within and I love working with my people when I
am there. My camera is like a passport that gives her access
to new people and stories which I love bringing back with me
and sharing.” One of her personal projects is a documentary
fashion series about her family in Lagos, which she sees as
a personal exploration of her Nigerian culture and an exciting challenge. The idea for this project stems from when she
was young. “I dream about Nigeria a lot and created my own
image of how it would look in my head, and how my family
would be. This visualization is my starting point for this series,
blending my own vision with what I see when I am there. This
project is a way for me to connect with my heritage and
discover more about Nigerian culture, and, through that,
myself.” Coco said.
In terms of personal development, she hopes to explore
different sides of photography she is less familiar with. Coco
is excited to master the physics of lighting, because she
believes light is how you paint a picture. She loves learning
new things in general, making the entire process to be a fun
one. “The past year brought me a lot of new opportunities
and new perspectives which I am grateful for, and hope to
take with me further into the next years. For the new year, my focus will be on sharing and creating supportive environments where other photographers can connect with and uplift each other.”
She said. A few weeks ago, Coco organized a ‘Creative Catch Up’ for a small group of creatives to
reflect on the past year and share ideas for the next year. With good food, music and a table
filled with (photography) books this get together turned into a supportive environment where
they shared project ideas, thoughts and insecurities. Something she thinks they as freelancers
should do more often.
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OPIO, Egypt’s leading DTC (Direct to Consumer)
everyday women’s wear brand has raised USD
300,000 investment in a seed round from AUC
Angels, local and regional angel investors along
with follow-on funding from Flat6labs Cairo.
Launched in 2017, Opio started as a digital native
vertical, capitalizing on the long-abandoned Egyptian apparel industry and the surge in online shopping demand. OPIO commissions white label and
toll manufacturing women’s wear apparel to diﬀerent manufacturers and oﬀers it to it’s ever growing
customer base at aﬀordable, competitive pricing
through its digital platform www.opioshop.com.
OPIO caters to people’s desire for simplicity. They
seek to eliminate the hassle of researching brands
and choosing from numerous options, to make the
shopping experience more eﬀortless. The company develops strong ties with local manufacturers,
markets, and distributes their own products without using middlemen, which enables them to
reduce costs, interact directly with consumers, and
provide a seamless start-to-ﬁnish buyer’s experience.
“What I see in this market is a huge supply-demand imbalance.” said Shady Mokhtar the
co-founder and CEO of OPIO, adding “Egypt has
thousands of manufacturers with exceptional
manufacturing capabilities yet, a total lack of
modern day customers requirements, up to date
fashion trends and marketing know-how, speciﬁcally in digital marketing practices.”“On the other
hand we’ve witnessed some jaw dropping internet
penetration in Egypt the past 10 years,

a hyper exposed gen Z, with very limited
online oﬀerings.”
“We’ve proven that we can develop a
value proposition that can easily compete with international brands, Egypt is
full of design and creative talent. Backing
this up by relentless focus on customer
experience we are conﬁdent that we can
easily add a strong mark on the local and
regional online fashion market.”
Added
Reem
Abdellaftif
OPIO’s
Co-founder, Creative Director and
Designer-in-Chief.
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Over the past couple of years, OPIO’s focus was in developing strong supply chain capabilities and bring onboard a team with a diverse caliber, from digital marketing specialists, to
tech experts, as well as fashion design and creative teams. The company acquired talents
from reputable e-commerce companies to gain a deeper insight into scaling.
Yaser El Khereji CEO of Albasateen trading company and one of OPIO’s lead investors, says,
“We were impressed with Opio’s unique value proposition, We are planning on providing
OPIO with the logistical infrastructure they need to set up a strong foothold in the GCC region.
With a special attention to localizing the brand to further appeal to the target demographic.”
Mariam Kamel from AUC Angels said, “OPIO has been very responsive to market trends, both
in terms of how it interacts with its clientele, and how it reacts to changes induced by the
recent developments in the digitalization of the shopping experience. They’ve revised their
business plan when they’ve needed to, and established key partnerships where it was beneﬁcial. Shady and his team move fast, and always have news to share on what’s coming next.”
Opio addresses a unique market opportunity that manifested itself with the outbreak of
Covid-19 and the major shift by Egyptians towards on-line transactions, the highest of which
being in fashion (as highlighted by a MasterCard survey) and an strong team that share a passion for the fashion industry,
strong belief in the creative talent in Egypt, and the operational knowhow needed to deliver
an a-class customer experience.
Flat6Labs is a true believer of the OPIO brand and the team behind it and is a proud partner
and investor. “We stand behind the team as they take the business beyond borders and scale
into a regional and an international brand”, commented Marie-Therese Fam, Managing Partner of Flat6Labs Cairo.
Issued by AUC Angels
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great reasons
to invest in

EGYPT

Egypt, one of the oldest civilizations, is today becoming one of the hottest investment
destinations. Seven years ago, the Egyptian government adopted a long-term strategy
to boost the performance and economic attractiveness of the country. Starting with
monetary reforms with the assistance of the IMF, Egypt has implemented one of the
most successful programs of economic turnaround. The Egyptian experience was
praised by all international institutions and is presented as the example for developing
countries to follow.
In parallel with monetary reforms, the authorities have been conducting many infrastructure megaprojects (transportation, energy, digital transformation, legislative) to prepare
Egypt for a long period of sustainable growth.
The fruits of these reforms and huge investments are already having an impact on the
Egyptian economy. Based on IMF predictions, Egypt will be one of only 18 countries to
enjoy economic growth in 2020 (revised upwards to + 3.5% in September after a June
forecast of 2%). Long-term growth should be close to 8%.
Growth is accelerating, and business opportunities are emerging like nowhere else in the
world. Egypt is clearly open for business. Having worked during 20 years in 15 countries
located in 3 continents, I can conﬁrm that the magnitude of change achieved by Egypt,
greatly surpasses anything I have seen before.
Below, you will ﬁnd 30 strong reasons why you should consider Egypt as your next
investment destination.
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Investors will ﬁnd many market opportunities in Egypt,
as well as untapped growth potential
1) Vast market, thanks to a large (100 million) and young
(average age 25) population, which is expected to reach
160 million by 2050.
2) One of the most diversiﬁed emerging economies,
making Egypt resilient to crisis and economic cycles.
3) No. 1 investment destination in Africa and the Middle
East.
4) The eighth-highest contributor to global growth in
2019 (PPP-based), according to Bloomberg, thanks to
multiple growth engines.
Infrastructure is ready to support business growth
5) Ranked 28th worldwide for road quality, thanks to the
huge investments undertaken by the government (Egypt
was ranked 115th as recently as ﬁve years ago).
6) Cheap, abundant, and diversiﬁed energy sources (gas,
solar, hydro, wind, and nuclear).
Excess capacity of 15 gigawatts -after a deﬁcit in 2013exported t oneighbouring countries.
Regional center for gas transformation and export to
Europe, thanks to large reserves and established processing facilities.
One of the largest solar parks in the world, Benban, covering 37.2 km2 and visible from space, producing 4 TWh
of electricity per year.
7) Determination to boost green energy production and
use.
Renewable energy target at 60% by 2035
First country in the MENA region to issue green bonds,
5X oversubscribed
National program to replace gasoline by LNG and to rely
in the near future on locally produced electric vehicles.
8) Tripling of Internet speed in just 12 months and still
accelerating.
9) 887 new laws passed, and 294 international treaties
ratiﬁed in the last ﬁve years to attract foreign investors
and increase the eﬃciency of government services.
New investment law
Digitization of customs
Digitization of tax collection
Many more initiatives expected particularly in the new
administrative capital
10) Already signed trade treaties giving free access to
2.6 billion people including 47 European countries, and
19 Eastern and southern African countries (Comesa).
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The geographical location of Egypt has always been an
unmatched advantage throughout human history
11) Proximity to many European markets, gateway to Africa,
regional hub for the Middle East (conﬁrmed by Amazon’s
recent decision to set-up in Egypt its regional manufacturing
hub ).
12) What can we say about the Suez Canal, through which 10%
of the world’s traﬃc moves?
13) Spared from most natural catastrophes such as hurricanes,
volcanos, cyclones, and tsunamis.
The 100 million population oﬀers an immense pool of talent
14) 569,000 fresh graduates in 2018, including 30,000 engineers and 8,000 doctors (compared with 6,000 annual medical
graduates in Germany).
15) 125 general universities by 2030 teaching disciplines most
in demand, such as robotics, artiﬁcial intelligence, health-tech,
IoT, an increase from the current 72 universities.
16) Ranked 56th out of 172 countries in Government AI Readiness Index, jumping 63 places in a single year.

17) Wide use of European languages, particularly English,
making Egypt a hub for international call centers (e.g. Vodafone).
18) Cheap labor, thanks to the low cost of living: average
monthly salaries are $150 for workers and $400 for engineers.
19) Strong healthcare system, thanks to 1848 hospitals in 2018
(1400 in France) powered by a brand-new healthcare law
based on best practices from the UK, US, and French systems
.
Egypt oﬀers a rich and mature business environment
20) 38 commercial banks, 39 insurance companies, many
investment banks, numerous law ﬁrms, specialized local and
international management consulting companies, multiple
chambers of commerce for speciﬁc sectors or bilateral cooperation with foreign countries, several governmental bodies
providing reliable data about the Egyptian market (CAPMAS,

ECES), rich choice of oﬃce space, free zones beneﬁtting from exemptions from customs taxes,
sales tax, and many other fees.
21) A sound banking system considered the most eﬃcient worldwide (cost-to-income ratio
less than 30%).
22) Egypt hosts 138 foreign embassies, higher than the 121 embassies in the UAE and the 112
embassies in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
23) Price purchasing parity (PPP) of 4.33 according to the world bank , making Egypt four times
cheaper than the US (and even cheaper compared to many European countries).
24) Ranked the eighth-safest country in the world, according to a Gallup Global Law and Order
report, ahead of all European countries except Norway and Switzerland.
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Egypt is beating all macroeconomic targets
25) Strong long-term growth prospects averaging between 6% and 8%; one of only 18 countries
(and the only country in the MENA region) expected to have positive economic growth in 2020
(+ 3.5%), according to the IMF; same positive outlook for the European bank for reconstruction
and development, making Egypt the only economy across all of the EBRD regions likely to
escape recession in 2020.
26) Seventh-largest economy by PPP in 2030, according to Standard chartered predictions.
27) Stable currency: one of the few emerging currencies to appreciate against the dollar in
2020 (+ 2.1% YTD on October 31st).
28) Political stability proven by the smooth democratic process to elect the representatives of
both parliament chambers in 2020.
29) Shrinking trade deﬁcit, increasing remittances (+ 7.8% year on year after seven months of
2020), rebound of Egypt’s reserve of foreign currencies to reach USD 38 billion, covering eight
months of imports.
30) Second-highest real interest rate in the world, despite recent rate cuts, making Egypt the
new darling of emerging markets, foreign investors’ holdings of government T-bills reached $21
billion in mid-October, up from $10.4 billion by the end of May 2020, only country in the Middle
East and Africa to maintain its credit rating with a stable outlook at the big three rating agencies,
despite Covid-19 challenges.
On top of all these rational reasons, Egypt oﬀers a magniﬁcent climate, splendid sandy beaches, rich coral seas, mind-blowing historical monuments, and a most vibrant social life. All these
additional aspects oﬀer a superb quality of life for foreign expats.
Last but not least, Egyptians are genuinely one of the warmest and most friendly people on
earth, bonding easily and appreciating long-lasting relationships.
So, what are you waiting for? Come to Egypt and we will help you explore investment opportunities!
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In a recent controversial tweet on the
internet, it was argued that Africans have
failed to become successful producers
except in the area of reproduction. To
cement the argument, the writer
observed that, while scholars around
the world are cracking their heads in an
attempt to ﬁnd the COVID vaccine,
Africa is on the sidelines waiting to
receive whatever shall be produced and
possibly have it freely donated. The
statement has some elements of truth
which point to the narrative that Africa
has created for itself for so many years
despite being a continent blessed with
an abundance of resources that the
entire world longs for.
In fact, Africa suﬀers from a paradox of
plenty in that, despite the huge endowment of both human and natural
resources and attaining political independence from colonial masters, it still
remains highly underdeveloped. How
possible is it that the continent with the
most of the worlds’ natural resources,

hardworking labour force and favourable climate
conditions could have earned the title of being
labelled poor and be reduced to beggars than
those that have less resources? The scenario that
Africa has created of being rich but not prosperous has presented a paradox whose puzzle needs
a careful consideration to spot the missing link to
enable Africa retain its rightful title, “The prosperous land of opportunity.”

Free Trade Area

Tired of being considered a third world continent
and dependence on the western world on
increased trade, African leaders from 44 nations
gathered at the African Union Summit in March
2018 and signed a treaty to create what will be
considered the world’s largest single market
called the Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA).
The aim of this treaty is boost intra-African trade
by making Africa a single market of 1.2 billion
people and a cumulative Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) of over $3.4 trillion.
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Actually the UN Economic
Commission
for
Africa
(UNECA) has estimated that
the implementation of this
treaty has capacity to increase
intra-Africa trade by 52% by
2022 and even double the
share of intra-Africa trade in a
decade. In addition, the
AfCFTA is
expected
to
enhance competitiveness for
various ﬁrms through the
exploration of opportunities
for high production, access to
larger continental markets and
better allocation and usage of
resources in the nations.
What is worrying about Africa
is the fact that it trades more
with countries outside the
continent more than among
member countries. The share
of exports from Africa with the
rest of the world ranged from
80 – 90 percent for the period
2000 to 2017 (Economic
Development in Africa Report,
2019) while intra Africa exports
averaged only 16.6 percent.
Worse still, the report indicates that sub-Saharan Africa
has the highest cost to export
compared with other regions
and this implies the beneﬁts
from trade are lessened.
The question that begs an
answer is, why doesn’t Africa
trade more with itself? What is
puzzling more is the fact that
Africa exports materials in
their raw form and imports the
commodities after they are
processed by highly industrialised countries at a higher
cost. It is a wonder why Africa
is still poor despite being the
major supplier of raw materials
that are highly demanded
around the globe, where does
Africa get it wrong? The lack of
eﬀective collaboration has

been a major hindrance to the tion and thereafter, inability
to develop. But to overcome
progress of Africa.
the entitlement syndrome,
African countries can develop there is need for the collabbetter if they begin to collabo- oration and eﬀorts of indirate in diverse areas of develop- viduals, countries, leaders
ment by each analysing their and basically all who want
comparative advantage and to see a better Africa. Some
combining synergies to achieve of the most accomplished
a common goal. Industrialisation people in developed councan best be achieved when the tries are originally from
current existing market within Africa but have been oﬀered
the continent is harnessed and opportunities in these countariﬀ policies that increase the tries and are making an
cost of trade are dealt with. impact. Africa should not
Africa needs to deﬁne what it think it is the duty of anyone
would want to achieve, identify to help it overcome the
opportunities within, create poli- diverse challenges it suﬀers
cies that harness the potentials but it needs home grown
from diﬀerent countries for the solutions and the contribubeneﬁt of all and work together tion of various stakeholders.
because a united Africa with The world is currently faced
concentrated eﬀorts will achieve with the COVID-19 pandemmuch than a divided one work- ic and while others are
working to mitigate the
ing in Isolation.
impact and create the vaccine, Africa is waiting to
Entitlement syndrome
It is interesting to note the receive but what if the west
underdevelopment
statistics refuses to share with Africa,
that Africans are ever posting in a what is the next step. To
bid to get support from devel- change the narrative, Africa
oped countries. At times, it needs to realize that no one
seems leaders are competing to owes it a living and as such,
techniques
show that their countries suﬀers self-reliance
more and needs more donations must now be put to practice.
but this has created a dependence syndrome that is eventu- While it is true that Africa is
ally becoming perpetual. Africa not yet advanced and has
needs to come to terms with the challenges to overcome,
fact that, we are not entitled to the sooner it begins to
the help rendered and the more believe in its capabilities to
we act as beggars, the more change the narrative and
likely we fail to progress. When- harness its potential, the
ever negotiating, Africans must quicker it shall be to develnever go to the table as beggars op. The continent is indeed
but partners in the achievement a force to reckon with but
only needs a push which
of common goals.
must begin now because it’s
Africa’s overdependence on the time to think and Act Smart.
west on basically everything
makes it vulnerable to exploita-
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Do you believe that out of sight is out of mind? Is remote work aﬀecting your visibility in the workplace? When remote working was introduced, it was perceived as a step in the direction of
work-life balance. For many people, it allowed them to combine caring responsibilities and work
more easily while others struggled with remaining visible. In this article, I will be sharing the importance of increasing visibility in the workplace and some of the potential ways to achieve this.
The importance of standing
out from the crowd at the
Workplace
1) Exclusive access to opportunities
If you are constantly hitting
those numbers, delivering
results and solutions, everyone would want you on their
team. Let’s face facts, everyone wants to work with the
5-star performer. It gives you
that reassurance of success. If
you have exhibited great skills
and abilities and other people
in the organization are aware
of them, there’s a high likelihood that you will be picked
for the next opportunity in
your company and beyond. I
speak from experience when I
say, great work reputation
travels fast in the job market.
So work hard on building that
visibility so when next there is
a big-money event, you are
top of the list,

When an employee gets
very good appreciation and
job appraisal after working
for the year, the chance of
their stability involuntarily
increases alongside promotions. People would always
advocate for you during
those meetings and it will
assist your manager to justify your performance. The
quality of work comes ﬁrst
i.e. your performance on
tasks will get more weighty
but an endorsement from
other managers in the organization can go a long way in
your cause of getting a
good rating or promotion.
In summary, the beneﬁts
include exclusive access to
opportunities,
stellar
appraisal ratings, and the
opportunity to learn.
Tips on how to go from
invisible to visible:

2) Continuous learning and
improvement
Good work requires that you
work with people often. Most
times, you might be working
across teams with diﬀerent
people and this, in turn,
exposes you to more learning
opportunities. As you work on
something new or take on
new projects, you can acquire
valuable learning out of it and
add this to your experience.

A: Speak up in Meetings
A closed mouth during
meetings does not provide
recognition or visibility. Do
your research well in
advance before team meetings, ask good questions,
make solid recommendations, push back on ideas
that you do not ﬁnd feasible
during meetings. Contribute, speak up, and let your
voice be heard.

3) Stellar Appraisal Ratings

B: Participate in Learning
Opportunities

Make time to be part of team
learning sessions, individual
training sessions, and utilize
resources that have been made
available to the team. Acquiring
more knowledge would not only
improve your ability to function
eﬀectively but improve your
expertise in a particular product,
service, or process. Once you’re
an expert on something, people
will always come to you to ask
for help in that matter. That on its
own is eﬀortless visibility.
C: Demonstrate Your Expertise
Most organizations admire employees who can bring something unique to the company. If
you have some creative ideas or
skills which could improve organizational processes, reduce
cost, bring more revenue,
increase employee satisfaction,
or reduce cycle time, etc. then
do not hesitate to bring your
skills to bear. If the idea is imple
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mented, you become a star in the organization. There are
chances the idea may not be implemented, don’t feel
discouraged because management will appraise the fact
that you’re making an eﬀort to do something diﬀerent and
unique.
Strengthen your relationship with your boss
A good relationship with your boss is one of the most
important parts of your success story. It may be helpful to
align on goals and see things from their perspective.
Understand their priorities and preferred mode of communication. Focus on the positive, everyone has something
worth respecting. Try to get to know your manager on a personal level by engaging them in conversation on topics
beyond work.
Participate in team activities
You might work for an organization where diﬀerent teams
are working on diﬀerent projects or tasks. Try to ﬁnd an
opportunity to collaborate (on a speciﬁc project or task) with
other teams than your existing one. You can seize this
opportunity to highlight your skills and abilities in diﬀerent
teams. Besides, this will show your drive for initiatives and
developing a positive image for yourself.
In the world today, being good at your job isn’t the only requisite for getting ahead in your career. If key people aren’t
aware of you, you’ll likely miss out on opportunities to
improve your skills and take on interesting assignments,
despite your hard work and good performance. This is
especially important if you work remotely because people
might forget about you if they don’t often see you in person.
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lay Zuri Health Limited, a branch of the Play Communications Limited announced the launch of their ﬁrst
mobile app, Zuri Health; that can be downloaded from
the Google Play Store, Apple Store as well as the Zuri
Health website.
Zuri Health’s mission is to provide certiﬁed, aﬀordable and
accessible healthcare solutions via mobile with dedicated
apps, wap and SMS services based on availability, location
and specialization of the medical providers.
Users will have access to a myriad of professionals and services from across their home counties. They are able to book
appointments instantly with any medical professional or hospital within their geographic regions, book laboratory tests, chat
with the practitioners via both message and video as an added
feature and request for home visits by the Licensed and Certiﬁed Medical Practitioners.
Under Pharmacy, users can get their prescription and over the
counter medication online and have it delivered to their doorstep.
The SMS service functionality of Zuri Health has been
designed to reach a wide range of individuals or users who
may not have access to WAP or internet enabled devices.

The app’s code was written
with the daily challenges
patients face in the journey
of seeking aﬀordable and
accessible healthcare solutions. We solve the problem
of expensive and inconvenient hospital trips for small
or minor diagnosis and prescriptions, long waiting
times and queues during
doctors’ visits and appointments
scheduling
and
booking which can be tasking.
Through our mobile app, we
also help doctors to tap into
a wider market of on-demand patients and earn
extra money while saving
lives.
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Play Zuri Health Limited co-Founders, Arthur Ikechukwu Anoke
& Daisy Isiaho (Source: Zuri Health)
“Zuri Health App is very personal to me. Millions of people in Africa do not have access to
quality medical care. At Zuri Health we have taken time to develop a product that will ﬁll that
gap, giving doctors a wider and easier platform to reach patients who need them. With Zuri
Health the underserved populace can now access aﬀordable and sustainable healthcare.”
Arthur Ikechukwu Anoke- C.E.O and Co- Founder Zuri Health.
Daisy Isiaho Project Manager and Co-founder in an interview said, “In my view, there is an
urgent need to drive more meaningful conversations in relation to frameworks around Telemedicine because in Africa very few countries have these yet its fundamental if we should
achieve the Sustainable Development Goals.”
Since the beta launch in November 2020 the company’s predicted three year growth plan is
to have more than 20,000 registered doctors listed, 250,000 premium users and at least
1,000,000 mobile downloads.
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CocoaPricing:

Why Public-Private Sector Partnerships are Key to
Sustaining the Livelihood of Smallholders Farmers
in Africa.

Pricing is a debating point in the cocoa sector, dominating contemporary stakeholder
onversations; especially African cocoa producers. This is a result of the historically low
cocoa prices that do not provide a fair income to farmers involved in cocoa production.
Despite the announcement of the Living Income Diﬀerential (LID) by both Cote d'Ivoire
and the Ghana Cocoa Boards, there still exist questions on the sustainability of this
intervention - to take farmers out of poverty.

s
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Stakeholders in the African Cocoa industry need to rethink its strategy to improving farmers’ livelihood, by increasing their
earning potential through value chain eﬃciency,
facilitated by public-private sector partnership.
Interventions aimed at income enhancement and
lifting farmers out of poverty are often based on
the assumption that the said interventions,
alone, are enough for the solution being pursued.
On the surface, the decision to increase the
farmgate price of cocoa and LID by an additional
$400 a tonne on all cocoa contracts, appear to
be a solution to lifting farmers out of poverty.
However, even if farmers' incomes were to
increase - through increased farm gate prices other structural issues like small farm sizes and
low productivity levels will still keep these farmers below the poverty line.
For Cocoa farmers to earn a fair wage from their
input, issues like ageing plantations, lack of adequate training and ﬁnancing as well as direct
access to the market, need to be addressed.
These structural issues pose a more signiﬁcant
threat on the livelihood of cocoa producers in
Africa. Price increases on their own are not
enough to lift the poorest farmers out of poverty.
Price interventions like the LID must go hand in
hand with other policies and programme, implemented to increase the volume and quality of
beans produced. Achieving this will require a
multi-stakeholder collaboration involving both
the private and public sector aimed at not only
improving the quality of lives of farmers but
ensuring that the cocoa value chain is optimized.
To enable smallholder farmers beneﬁt in an egalitarian way from the cocoa industry, the focus
should be towards improving value chain
eﬃciency while addressing structural challenges in the sector. This is achievable
through a public-private collaboration that
will drive private sector operations to
deepen ﬁnancial markets, scale-up infrastructure investments and enhance productivity and quality through training and
input supply. Through collaborating with
Cocoa Cooperative Societies –providing
training, input ﬁnancing and market
access, AFEX has enabled smallholder
farmers to increase their productivity,
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Global
economies—from
Nairobi
to
Beijing—are
undergoing a rapid transformation, with digital technologies changing the way
people communicate, work,
bank, and access information. Today,
previously
unbanked households in
Nigeria, Kenya and other
nations of Africa can now
access instant credit over
their mobile phones.
Rural households in Senegal
are lighting their homes by
linking their bank accounts
to off-grid solar energy systems. Government officials in
India are combining digital
payment and ID technologies to deposit money
directly into the accounts of
citizens living in distant
villages,
increasing the
transparency and efficiency
of social welfare programs.

These and other digital innovations are creating opportunities
for countries to build more inclusive, productive, and prosperous
societies.
The McKinsey Global Institute
estimates
that
widespread
adoption and use of digital payments and financial services
could increase the GDP of all
emerging markets by $3.7 trillion
by 2025. This additional GDP
could create up to 95 million new
jobs, raise overall productivity
and investment levels, and make
government spending
more
efficient.
Interestingly, no one stands to
benefit more from this growth
than women.
It is a fact beyond argument that
women and girls shoulder the
global
burden of
poverty.
Decades of research show that
poverty deprives women of vital
health, education, and socioeconomic opportunities throughout their lives. As a result, women
earn less, own fewer assets, and

are underrepresented in
economic and political
decision-making.
This inequality means they
experience fewer benefits
from economic growth and
suffer more of the challenges of life lived in poverty.
For women in low- and middle-income countries, digital savings, credit, and payments services can provide
them with a critical link to
the formal economy and a
gateway to greater economic security and personal
empowerment.
An emerging body of
evidence shows this also
pays dividends for their families in the form of better
health
and education.
When
women-headed
households in Kenya adopted mobile money accounts,
poverty dropped, savings
rose, and 185,000 women
left agricultural jobs for more
reliable, higher paying posi-
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positions in business or retail.
In Niger, distributing government benefit payments through a mobile phone instead of cash
helped give women who received the transfers
more decision-making power in their households.
Overall, strong progress has been made with
financial inclusion in many (African) countries.
And many of these countries have also experienced a sharp uptick in financial inclusion rates
among women. Between 2011 and 2017, the
number of women with their own account doubled in Kenya and Ghana and increased seven-fold in Senegal.And crucially, in several African countries, mobile money has emerged as an
equalizing force, and can further help more and
more (African) women towards financial inclusion
However, digital financial exclusion is not merely
an access problem.
Although digital technologies hold vast potential
to improve human welfare, they also pose considerable risks, from the establishment of digital monopolies to cyberattacks to digital fraud.
In light of that, as previously excluded women
become first-time users of digital technologies,
they are particularly exposed to these and other
risks, such as new forms of gender-based
violence, abuse, and harassment in digital contexts.
Our global challenge, therefore, is not merely to
close the digital (financial) divide, but also to
establish sound regulatory and supervisory
frameworks to ensure that women and vulnerable
citizens reap the benefits from digital technologies without suffering from their potential adverse
effects..
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Ozow zero-rates data costs to ensure all South Africans can access digital payments.
CEO says disrupting the market is necessary to expand access to digital economy.
Johannesburg, South Africa – September 9th, 2020 - Digital payments company Ozow,
today launched the Ozow Revolution. According to the company, the Ozow Revolution is
a visionary effort to make digital payments available to everyone and create greater
opportunity to participate in the digital economy - especially for historically excluded
communities that rely on costly and unsecure cash payments.
Thomas Pays, CEO and co-founder of Ozow, says far too many consumers and businesses have been excluded from the benefits of the digital economy. “As an impact-driven
and market-led company, Ozow is at the forefront of developing breakthrough payments
products that enable greater financial and digital inclusion. While more than 80% of
South Africans hold a bank account, only one out of every eight have a credit card. This
locks the vast majority of consumers out of digital payments and excludes them from a
huge range of services. By simplifying payments for consumers and merchants alike and
supporting them with helpful innovations such as zero-rated data costs, we can enable
greater participation in the digital economy for all consumers and businesses."
As the first step of its Ozow Revolution, the company has introduced two new online
payments solutions to its platform for the South African market, Ozapp and Ozow PIN.
Ozapp is a progressive web application (PWA) that enables any customer with a bank
account or eWallet to transact without a card through a QR-code enabled payment.
Pays says it is designed to ease adoption by doing away with the need for a dedicated
native application.
“Despite smartphone penetration standing at more than 90%, many South Africans still
rely on lower-cost models that lack the storage space needed for many mobile apps,”
says Pays. "In a further effort at enabling greater digital inclusion, the data needed to use
Ozapp is zero-rated, meaning consumers have zero data cost to make use of the progressive web app and can make payments anytime at any Ozow-enabled point-of-sale
or pretty much anywhere, including the comfort of their home."
To further ease the customer experience and drive greater adoption, Pays also intro-
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duced Ozow PIN, which radically simplifies EFT payments through an easy four-step payment process that can be completed in seconds. The speed and convenience of Ozow PIN
makes a compelling value proposition for more South Africans to engage in e-commerce at a
time when physical retail is experiencing unprecedented disruption.
"With the launch of Ozow PIN, we are revolutionising the payment experience with a new
patent-pending simplified payment innovation that delivers a seamless customer experience
without compromising on safety,” says Pays. “And in keeping with our commitment to greater
digital and financial inclusion, Ozow PIN will be developed into all eleven official languages by
the end of the year.”
Pays says Ozow PIN is particularly beneficial to merchants and e-commerce sites with large
numbers of returning customers that make regular purchases. “By reducing the time needed
to make EFT payments and removing friction in the transaction process, Ozow PIN can help
grow transaction volumes while attracting new customers. It’s a win-win for consumers and
merchants."
In addition, individuals and sole proprietors can now make use of Ozow as a payment provider too free of charge for the first 12 months or up to R1-million free processing per month.
Previously, Ozow’s payments innovations were only available to enterprise and SME merchants, but due to demand, the company has expanded its services to sole proprietors and
individuals.
The Ozow Revolution is driven by a healthy pipeline of new payment products that will be
launched over the coming months. “We’re only just getting started with developing new innovations that enable more South Africans to enjoy the benefits of digital payments. As a
business, we will continue to find ways to drive digital inclusion until every person on the
African continent can make or receive safe, convenient digital payments.”

